The mechanics of drop landing on a flat surface--a preliminary study.
In an effort to investigate the mechanics of drop landing on a flat surface, bilateral performance characteristics during the landing were investigated. Two force plates were used as landing surfaces, and the six component kinetic time histories and the path of the center of pressure were measured for both feet. The forces were combined to obtain the resultant ground reaction force, allowing comparison between the global resultant and the forces developed by each leg. The results highlighted an asymmetry, and the presence of one dominant leg during the landing: the contact with the plate occurred with a delay between the dominant and non-dominant legs, and the forces applied to the plate were also unequal. Furthermore, due to the high rate of data acquisition and sensitivity of the force plates used, it was possible to correlate the peaks present in the global vertical reaction force with the impact of the different anatomical segments of each foot. The availability of such high resolution information presents to researchers and clinicians with more key identifiers to quantify various phenomena, potentially injury prevention, pathological diagnosis or quantification, and others.